
 

 

 

DEVANSHU 

SHRIVASTAVA 
POSITION- EVALUATOR (Online) 

PROFILE 

5 Years of experience (both 

preparation and evaluation) in UPSC 

and 2 Years of preparation 

experience in MPPSC (since Sept 

2019).  

 

Comfortable in online evaluation due 

to constraints in traveling and 

residence.  

 

I consider myself competent enough 

having command over both 

languages, and my subjects be it 

science, polity, geography or 

economics. Given a chance, I can 

prove myself worthy of the trust you 

show in me. 

 

CONTACT 

PHONE: 

+91 8989867333 

 

EMAIL: 

charu.devanshu@gmail.com 

HOBBIES 

Playing badminton 

Reading 

Watching movies 

 

 

EDUCATION 

B.E + M.Tech 5 YEAR DUAL DEGREE INTEGRATED COURSE 

2011 - 2016 

Completed 5 Year Post Graduate Program with 81% final score from 

University Institute of Technology, RGPV, Bhopal (MP). Masters in 

Mechanical engineering with specialization in Heat and Power. 

 

10th and 12th  

2009 - 2011 

Schooling from Kendriya Vidyalaya, Sagar. Passed 10th CBSE English 

medium with 91% and CBSE 12th with 86%. 

CIVIL SERVICES PREPARATION EXPERIENCE 

MPPSC EXPERIENCE 

WRITTEN MAINS 2019, POSITIVE RESULT AWAITED 

Cleared MPPSC pre 2019 in first attempt, with score of 75 in prelims. In 

MPPSC 2020 prelims, scoring 72 marks from official answer key. 

 

UPSC EXPERIENCE 

2017–2020 

Started UPSC journey in 2017 with geography as an optional, but 

remained shy of a few marks (5 and 3 marks) to clear prelims in 2018 

and 2019. Experienced in answer writing and evaluation. Did term 

courses for essay, answer writing, Geography optional answer writing 

and did evaluation in UPSC circles. 

 

COACHING 

2016–2017 

Received coaching and personal assistance from Vajiram and Ravi, 

Delhi; one of the best institutes for civil services and a legend of its time.  

 

SKILLS 

1. Exercise a very good command over application tools such as MS 

word, PowerPoint, Excel. Also experienced in using cloud storage 

media as most of my preparation work is online. 

2. Experienced in checking answers on insights and telegram channels 

and UPSC preparation groups. 

3. Better command than most over English and Hindi languages both. 

 


